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“My career in the San Francisco PD ended the day I arrested my husband.”Ex-cop and

amateur mixologist Maggie Doyle gives her cheating ex and crumbling career the proverbial

middle finger. Lured by her aunt’s promise of a restful Irish vacation, Maggie agrees to mix

cocktails at the Movie Theater Café in exchange for bed and board. Things are looking up—

until the most hated woman on Whisper Island is poisoned at the monthly movie club

meeting.When her aunt is accused of murder, Maggie and her signature cocktails are on the

case. With the help of her UFO-obsessed friend, a nun, and a feral puppy, Maggie is

determined to clear her aunt’s name. Can she catch the poisoner before they strike again? Or

will Maggie’s signature cocktails prove deadly to the last drop?Grab a copy and find out today!

***Includes a recipe for the fatal cocktail—minus the deadly ingredient!***For more murder and

mayhem with Maggie and her friends be sure to check out the other Movie Club Mystery books!
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Andra, “Great start to a new series!!!. Zara Keane is a new writer to me. What better place to

start than at the beginning of a new series, The Movie Club Mysteries series? Dial P for

Poison is an entertaining, fast paced, at times humourous, cozy mystery. I liked the main

character, Maggie Doyle. She has been through a bit of a tough time lately, cheating husband

(now her ex) and the loss of her job as a cop with the LAPD. So she retreats to Ireland to

spend a couple months with her aunt Noreen (with whom she spent a couple of summers with

as she was growing up) to regroup as well as help her aunt out in her restaurant as her aunt

takes care of her own medical issues. First things first – Maggie cannot cook! Well that

certainly leads to some funny (and smoky) times. However, we find out during the movie club

meeting that Maggie can mix a wicked Peppermint Cream “alcoholic” beverage. Unfortunately

for Maggie, during this first movie club meeting she is hosting at her aunt’s Movie Theater

Café, a death occurs. Maggie kicks into full police mode, which turns out to be a good thing

because the local constabulary is wanting this death declared a natural death quickly so that

he can go about his daily life. Once the local police decide it is a suspicious death, the main

suspect they identify is aunt Noreen. Luckily for Maggie, she did preserve the glass that the

victim drank out of so that testing could be done. She also draws up a list of all who had

attended the meeting.Maggie, with Lenny, begins to piece together the potential why’s for the

murder, which of course leads to a long list of possible viable suspects. Maggie is in a time

crunch to find the true suspect as she very much wants Noreen out of jail! The process of

eliminating suspects and finding out LOTS of island secrets is engaging. Once the police chief

is identified as a possible suspect, outside assistance from the mainland is brought in,

Sergeant Liam Reynolds. And what a ‘hottie' he is…riding up on his motorcycle and

all.Surprisingly, in a good way, I did not even have an inkling as to whodunit! Just the way I like

my cozy mysteries.And finally, in the end we see a glimmer of a possible romance? Sergeant

Liam Reynolds is also staying on Whisper Island…in a nearby cottage! Needless to say, I

cannot wait to read the next book in the series - The Postman Always Dies Twice.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Fun. No sexual scenes! No swearing! A mystery with mystery as the

subject. Fun group of characters, literally. Quick action, plausible scenarios. Enjoy! I'm getting

the next one now”



Thomas, “A fun first book. Quitting her job with the San Francisco PD on the same day she

arrested and filed for divorce from her husband, (There was definitely just cause for police

brutality here.) Maggie Doyle leaves for Whisper Island off the coast of Ireland to stay with her

aunt Noreen and help out with the café while her aunt has her wisdom teeth pulled.During a

movie club meeting, Noreen's primary rival, Sandra Walker is discovered to have died during

the movie, kicking in Maggie's police instincts. Now after getting the Police to investigate the

death as a murder. Maggie has to prove her aunt's innocence.Between a daughter who swears

everyone loved Sandra, and the rest of the town that actually despised her. Maggie has a lot of

suspects to sort through. Since the local Sergeant is determined to keep the focus on Maggie’s

aunt.Zara Keane has written a story that is full of humor, and is clean enough that a young

teen would be able to read and enjoy it. Picture if you can a person trying to run a café that has

managed to scorch water in the past, and definitely does not belong in a kitchen by herself.”

Brenda Telford, “Thoroughly enjoyable!. When Maggie Doyle’s marriage crumbled, and she

filed for divorce, she also left her job with the San Francisco police department – she needed a

break; a fresh start and when her Aunt Noreen offered her sanctuary at her home on Whisper

Island, Maggie immediately accepted. She’d never worked in a café before, but the Movie

Theatre Café which her aunt owned was a balm to Maggie’s soul. Until the night the group of

islanders were together and one of them ended up dead…The island’s local cop was more

interested in his golf game than solving a crime, so Maggie decided to find the answers. With

her aunt as the main suspect, Maggie had much more incentive to find the killer – but could

she? What would be the outcome on this little island where the residents all knew and trusted

each other?Dial P for Poison – first in the Movie Club Mystery series - was a thoroughly

enjoyable cosy mystery by Irish author Zara Keane. I had absolutely no idea who the

perpetrator was until the reveal – and then I was shocked! Intriguing, mysterious, with great

characters, I’ll be looking for the next in the series as soon as I can. Highly recommended.”

D. Elliott, “Entertaining and Enjoyable. This easy to read murder mystery has many ‘cozy’

features with the main protagonist sleuth as ex-San Francisco cop Maggie Doyle moving to a

rural low crime setting on an island off the west coast of Ireland. She comes to help her aunt

who struggles to make a living running a café plus letting premises used by the local

community. There is a death in the audience at a ‘movies’ night and Maggie’s aunt is arrested

by an inept local policeman, leaving Maggie to investigate to prove her innocence.The ‘cozy’

feature of ‘Dial P For Poison’ is supported by detailing a cocktail recipe and describing

Maggie’s efforts at baking in the café, plus a potential romantic element when a handsome

additional police sergeant is sent to review the situation. Maggie produces a huge list of

suspects ad she receives help from a wide variety of friends and family, together with

individuals from her childhood on the island. The victim was not well liked but neither are all

characters, and all are not helpful. Everyone seems to hold secrets and there are numerous

twists and turns and a few red-herrings.With a pleasing degree of humour author Zara Keane

skilfully weaves her ingredients into an entertaining and enjoyable ‘cozy’ mystery. She creates

an engaging plot and develops a wonderful interwoven batch of characters, confirming ‘Dial P

For Poison’ to at least deserve a 4-star rating.”

The book by Zara Keane has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 2,295 people have provided feedback.
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